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INTRODUCTION 
Let Klk be a finite extension of fields. We define 
N,,K* = (K&W E K* >, 
where K* is the multiplicative group of K, and N,,(a) is the norm of CI 
from K to k. The subgroup N,, K* of k* is called a norm group of the field 
k. One of the fundamental objects of study in local class field theory is the 
family of norm groups of local fields (i.e., fields complete for a discrete 
valuation with finite residue field). It is proved in local class field theory 
that the mapping KH N,,,K* from the set of finite Abelian extensions of a 
local field k into the set of norm groups of k is a bijection. It is also shown 
that N,, K* = Nr,, K’* for any finite separable extension K of a local field 
k, where K’ is the maximal Abelian extension of k contained in K [ 121. In 
this paper we show that the mapping KH N,,K* from the set of finite 
extensions of a global field k (i.e., an algebraic number field or a function 
field in one variable over a finite field) into the set of its norm groups is 
essentially different from that in the local case. Our result (Theorem 1) says 
that KS L iff N,,L* s N,,K* for any finite Galois extensions K and L of 
a global field k. In particular, this implies K = L iff N,, K* = N,,, L*. 
In connection with our result it is worth mentioning the following result 
of Neukirch [S]. Let a be the algebraic closure of the field of rational 
numbers Q. Let G, denote the absolute Galois group of an algebraic num- 
ber field K, i.e., GK= G(Q/K). Neukirch [S] proved that for any finite 
Galois extensions K and L of Q, if GK and GL are isomorphic as 
topological groups with the protinite topology, then K= L. This result has 
been subsequently generalized independently by Ikeda, Iwasawa, and 
Uchida [16]: for any finite extensions K and L of Q, if G, and G, are 
isomorphic as topological groups, then K z L (i.e., K and L are conjugate 
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over Q). Two other interesting notions of equivalence of algebraic number 
fields have been investigated in recent years. Two algebraic number fields K 
and L are arithmetically equivalent iff they have identical zeta functions: 
~Js) = CL(s). Gassmann [4] and more recently Perlis [lo] have shown 
that arithmetically equivalent fields have the same normal closure over Q, 
but are not necessarily isomorphic. Sonn [ 131 introduced the following 
notion of equivalence of algebraic number fields. A finite extension K of a 
field k is k-adequate if there is a finite dimensional k-central division 
algebra containing K as a maximal subfield. A finite group G is k-admissible 
if there is a Galois extension K/k with G E G(K/k), and K is k-adequate. 
Both notions were introduced by Schacher [ 1 l] and investigated by him 
and others. Sonn [ 131 proved that if K and L are algebraic number fields 
such that for every finite group G, G is K-admissible iff G is L-admissible, 
then K and L have the same normal closure and the same degree over Q. 
In this paper we introduce a notion of equivalence of global fields, whose 
relation to the above equivalence relations is not clear. It is well known 
that if finite separable extensions K and L of a global field k are conjugate 
over k (k-isomorphic), then N,,K* = N,/,L*. Our result (Theorem 1) 
shows that the converse is true if K and L are Galois over k. Finite 
separable extensions K and L of a global field k are k-equivalent if 
N,K* = N,,L*. We are thus led to the following question: does 
k-equivalence of K and L imply that K and L are conjugate over k? 
Let K and L be finite Galois extensions of a global field k. Let F be the 
compositum of K and L (F= KL). We prove (Theorem 1) that the index of 
N,,F* in N,,,K* n N,,, L* is finite. By local class field theory the 
corresponding index is one whenever K and L are finite Abelian extensions 
of a local field k. An example will be given to show that in general the 
index is different from one in the global case, even if F is the compositum of 
Abelian extensions K/k and L/k. The question of whether or not an 
equality N,,F* = N,,K* A NLlkL* holds in the global case is shown to 
be related to the so-called Hasse norm principle (HNP). We say that a 
finite Galois extension E/k has Property I if for any Galois extensions 
kc KLr E of k the equality N,, F* = N,,k K* r\ N,!,L* holds. By local 
class field theory every finite Abelian extension E/k of a local held k has 
Property I. We prove in Theorem 7 that a finite Abelian extension E/k of a 
global field k has Property I iff HNP holds for E/k. Our result for non- 
Abelian Galois extensions is Proposition 5. In the second section we apply 
Theorem 1 to obtain the following result. There is a subfamily of 
irreducible over a global field k decomposable forms such that f(x, , . . . . x,,) 
and g( y,, . . . . y,) are equivalent (over k) if and only if 
{f(a,, . . . . a,)la,Ek) = {Ah,, . . . . b,)/b,Ek}. 
(For details see Theorem 8.) 
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1. THE NORM GROUPS OF GLOBAL FIELDS 
In this section we will use class field theory. The notation is fairly 
standard but is summarized below for the convenience of the reader. Let G 
be a finite group, written multiplicatively. Let A be a G-module, written 
additively or multiplicatively: 
AG= {a~A/aa=aforalla~G} 
N,= 1 OEZ[G] 
.YtG 
I, = the ideal in Z[G] generated by { 0 - l/a E G> 
NGA= {aEA/N&=o} 
N,A = {N,a/aEA}. 
The Tate cohomology is used: 
I 
H”(G, A 1 if n>l 
@(G, A) = 
AC/N, A if n=O 
Nd/IJ if n=-1 
H -n-l(GA) if n< -2. 
Let K/k be a finite Galois extensions of a global field k with the Galois 
group G. The subgroup 
N,,K* = N,K* = {N,,(a)/aE K*} 
of the multiplicative group k* of k is a norm group of k, where 
N,(a) = N,a = IL G a(a) for UE K*. Let J, and C, be the idele group 
and the idele class group of K, respectively. The short exact sequence of 
G-modules 
l+K*+J,+C,+l 
yields the exact sequence of cohomology groups 
. . . - I?(G, JK)- I?‘(G, C,)-% fi’(G, K*) 
4 ri’(G, JK) - I?“(G, C,) ----+ 1. 
It is well known in global class field theory that the groups &‘(G, C,) 
and fi-‘(G, Z) are isomorphic. Since fiP3(G, Z) is dual to the Schur mul- 
tiplier (of G) H3(G, Z) 2 H2(G, Q/Z), and the Schur multiplier of G is a 
finite group, it follows that fi-‘(G, C,) is finite. Hence the kernel of f, 
&l/32/2-6 
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being equal to Im g, is a finite group. The kernel off has been the subject 
of investigation in connection with the Hasse norm principle (see [6] and 
references therein). For each prime u of the field k we fix a k-embedding of 
the separable closure it of k into the separable closure it, of the completion 
k, of k at u. Note that a k-embedding of E into i;, determines a unique 
extension of v to k. If M is a finite separable extension of k, then the 
compositum Mk, is the completion of M at the extension of v to M 
corresponding to the k-embedding of /? into /?,. We denote this completion 
of M by M,. We will now find the kernel off: By global class field theory 
h*(G, J,c) = LI I?“( G( KU/k,), Kg), 
where v ranges over all primes of k. Hence the homomophism f is 
equivalent to the canonical homomorphism 
(v ranges over all primes of k). We set 
N(K/k) = f-j (k* n N,c,,$Z), 
where u ranges over the set of primes of k. For the kernel off we have the 
following equality 
Ker f = N(K/k)/N,, K*. 
Let i(K/k) denote the order of the factor group of N(K,Jk) by N,K*. The 
Hasse norm theorem asserts that if K/k is a cyclic extension, then 
i(K/k) = 1. We say, more generally, that the Hasse norm principle holds for 
K/k if i( K/k) = 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let K and L be finite Gal&s extensions of a global field k. 
Let F = KL be the compositum of K and L. Then 
(a) N,,F* is a subgroup offinite index in N,K* C-I NLIkLL*. 
(b) KE L iff N,,L*s N,,K*. In particular, K= L iff N,,K*= 
NwcL*. 
Proof: Let K and L be finite Galois extensions of k, and F= KL. We 
will show first that N(F/k) is a subgroup of finite index in 
N(K/k) n N(L/k). To show this we need the following two well-known facts 
in local class field theory. Let u be an arbitrary prime of k. Let A4 be a finite 
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Galois extension of k,, and let M’ be the maximal Abelian extension of k, 
contained in M. By local class field theory 
N ,w,k,M* = Nw,k,.M’*. 
Moreover, N,,C M* is a subgroup of finite index in the multiplicative 
group k,J+ of k,. Suppose P and R are finite Abelian extensions of k,. Let 
T = PR. By local class field theory 
We will now prove that the index of N(F/k) in N(K/k) n N(L/k) is finite. 
Let S be the set of primes of k that are ramified either in K or in L. K, and 
L, are Abelian extensions of k, for each o # S. Hence 
N K,MJKL)* = NKAKK,* n N~u,iJd 
for each v # S, where K,L, is the compositum of K, and L,. Since 
FL, = K,L, for each prime v of k, it follows that 
0 W n N,,.,,,.F,T) = f-j (X-* n NKtlklKf n NLdk,Lo*). (1) 
ues ues 
For each v E S, in general, N,,,rF~ is a subgroup of finite index in 
N K,/k, KX n NL,/k, L,T. Since S is a finite set, 
fl (k* n N,;,,, FT ) C f) (k* n NKrikt C n NLfikf L,T 1 
,.ES I’E s 
is a subgroup of finite index. By (I ) and (2) 
(2) 
N(F/k)s N(K/k)n N(L/k) (3) 
is a subgroup of finite index. We have already noted that 
N,;,kF* G N(F/k) 
is a subgroup of finite index i(F/k). On the other hand, we have 
(4) 
N,,F*c N,/,K*n N,.,IL*~ N(K/k)n N(L/k). (5) 
Thus by (3)-(5), N,, F* is subgroup of finite index in N,,, K* n N,,kL*. 
This proves the first assertion of the theorem. 
Suppose that k c XE Y are finite Galois extensions of k. We will show 
that if X# Y, then N v,k Y* is a subgroup of infinite index in NXIkX*. The 
short exact sequence 
l+X*-+J,+c,+l 
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yields the exact sequence of cohomology groups 
... -,fi”(G,,X*)-,fio(G,,J,)-*fio(G,, C,)+ 1, 
where G, = G(X/k), and J,, C, are the idele group and the idele class 
group of X, respectively. Since 
fi’(G,, J,) = LI fi”MW,Ik,), Xf ) = LI k:lN,,,, Xt 
c 2’ 
(direct sum over all primes of k), the exact sequence of cohomology groups 
yields the following exact sequence 
Thus we have the short exact sequence of groups 
l~k*/N(Xlk)~UkdlN,,,~xd -+ CJNx,kCx+ 1. u 
Similarly we obtain the short exact sequence corresponding to Y. Consider 
the commutative diagrams of canonical group homomorphisms 
1 1 1 
l- N X/k )lN( Ylk 1 - k*/N( Y/k) - k*/N(X/k) - 1 
I 
1 - U Nxtlk, Xjlh’ y,,k, Y,* - U k:lN,,,,, Y,t - u ClNx,,,, X: - 1 
u 
I 
L, 
I 
I’ 
I 
l---+ N,, CxIN,,, C, - - - 1 
1 1 I 
The rows and the right two columns of the above diagram are short exact 
sequences. Hence the left column is also a short exact sequence. By global 
class field theory NY,kCY is a subgroup of finite index in N,,,C,. If X is a 
proper subfield of Y, then by Theorem 2 [I, p. 121 there exist an infinite 
number of primes u of k that are unramified in Y and such that X, is a 
proper subfield of Y,. It follows that the middle group in the left column is 
infinite. Thus N(X/k)/N( Y/k) is an infinite group whenever X is a proper 
subfield of Y and both are finite Galois extensions of k. Since both groups 
N(X/k)/N,,X* and N( Y/k)/N, Y* are finite, it follows that N,, Y* is a 
subgroup of infinite index in N,, X* whenever X is a proper subfield of Y 
and both X and Y are Galois over k. 
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To prove (b) of the theorem we assume that NLjkL* c NKikK*. By (a) 
N,,F* (F= KL) is a subgroup of finite index in N,, K* n NLjkL* = 
N,,, L*. This is possible, as we have just established, only if F= L. Since F 
is the compositum of K and L, it follows that K z L. The opposite direction 
is obvious. 1 
Remark 1. A comparison between our result (Theorem l(b)) and 
Bauer’s theorem [8, p. 3101 suggests a possibility of an alternative proof of 
Theorem l(b). Later an alternative proof (of Theorem 1) using Bauer’s 
theorem was given by J. Sonn in the algebraic number field case. In the 
process of proving Theorem I we have shown that N, Y* is a subgroup of 
infinite index in N,,X*, whenever X is a proper subfield of Y, and both 
X, Y are finite Galois extensions of a global field k. This implies a result of 
R. Klein which was mentioned in [7, p. 1571. 
Let K and L be finite Galois extensions of a global field k. Let F be the 
compositum of K and L. We set 
i,(k, K, L)= [N,,K*nNLikL*: N,,F*] 
i,(k, K, L) = [N(K/k) n N(L/k): N(F/k)] 
i,(k, K, L) = [N(K/k) n N(L/k): N,,K* n NLikL*]. 
The indices defined above are finite by (3k( 5) in the proof of Theorem 1. A 
relation between these indices and i(F/k) is given in the following 
proposition. (The definition of i(F/k) is given before Theorem 1.) 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K and L be finite Galois extensions of a global field 
k. Let F= KL. Then 
i,(k, K, L) . i,(k, K, L) = i(F/k) i,(k, K, L). 
Moreover, IY K and L are locally Abelian extensions of k, then 
i(F/k)=i,(k, K, L).i,,(k, K, L). 
Proof: The following diagram shows that the first equality of 
Proposition 2 holds: 
N(W) n N(W) 
N,,F* 
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If K and L are locally Abelian extensions of k, then (2) in the proof of 
Theorem 1 becomes an equality. Hence (3) in this case is an equality. This 
means that i,(k, K, L)= 1. 1 
We have already noted that for any finite Abelian extensions K and L of 
a local field k 
N,,F* = N,, K* I-I N,/, L*, 
where F= KL. The following example shows that in the case of global fields 
a similar result, in general, does not hold. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider here Scholz’s classical biquadratic counter 
example to the Hasse norm principle [3, p. 1991. Set K = Q(a), 
L = Q(fi), and F= Q(fi, fi). By the Hasse norm theorem 
i( K/Q) = i( L/Q) = 1. Hence ih( Q, K, L ) = 1. By Proposition 2, i( F/Q) = 
i,(Q, K, L). Since i(F/Q) = 2 [3, p. 1991, it follows that N,,F* is a sub- 
group of index 2 in N,, K* n NL,o L*. It is shown in [3, p. 3601 that 5* is 
a local norm everywhere from F but is not a global norm. Since 
N,,K* n N,!,L* = N(F/Q), it follows that the factor group of 
N,oK* n N,,oL* by N,oF* is generated by the coset with the represen- 
tative 5’. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let K and L be finite Abelian extensions qf a global field 
k. Let F = KL. If HNP holds for F/k, then 
N,, F* = N,, K* n N,, L*. 
The converse of Corollary 3, however, is false as is sown in the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let K= Q(,/‘?), L = Q(&, ,,12), where ~~43, q= 1721 
are prime numbers. Let F= KL. By Proposition 5 [6, p. 2523, i(F/Q) = 2, 
since 7=-l (mod4), pal (mod7), ps7 (m&8), qsl (mod8p), and 
(q/7) = - 1. In order to prove that 
NW@-* = N,, K* n NLIQL*, 
it suffices, by Proposition 2, to show that i,,(Q, K, L) # 1. Let S be the set 
of primes of Q that split in Q(A). Consider the group homomorphism 
cp:Q*’ (-1, l} defined by 
d-x) = n (4, -u),, 
/ E s 
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where ( , ), is the quadratic norm residue symbol. We have 
cpb)= (f) -1.51,,, (yo”“‘! 
where u!(x) is the order of x at I, and x = q”@). x’. A prime t 4 {2,43} 
of Q splits in Q(A) if and only if (p/t) = 1. Hence if a prime t of Q is such 
that (p/t) = - 1, then q(t) = (t/q). 2, p, q are the only primes of Q that 
ramify in L. Since the local degrees of L/Q at the primes 2, p, q are equal 
to 2, it follows that all local degrees of L/Q are 1 or 2. So by [3, p. 3601, 
Ker 40 = {x E Q */x2 E N,o L* j. Since (2) = (s) = - 1,23 4 Ker 9, thus, 
23* $ NLIQ L*. On the other hand, 23* E N(K/Q) n N(L/Q). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let F be the compositum of finite cyclic extensions K 
and L of a global field k. Let n = (F: k) and let n, be the least common 
multiple of the local degrees of F/k. Then 
(i) N(F/k) = N,,K* n NLICL* 
(ii) N(F/k)/N,, F* is cyclic of order n/n0 
Proof: Since K and L are cyclic extensions of k, N( K/k) = NKlk K* and 
N(Lfk) = N,,kL* by the Hasse norm theorem. This means that 
i,(k, K, L) = 1. On the other hand, i,(k, K, L) = 1, since F/k is an Abelian 
extension. So N(F/k) = N,, K* n N,,, L*. Let G be the Galois group of the 
extension F/k. G is isomorphic to a subgroup of G(K/k) x G(L/k). So G 
itself is a direct product of two cyclic groups: G = (a, ) x (02). Let 
k c T, c F be the field corresponding to (a,) (j = 1, 2). Since F is the com- 
positum of cyclic extensions T, and T, of k, N(FIk) = N,,/, T: n NTti, T* 
by (i). By Theorem 10 [ 15, p. 301 
H’(G, F*) ~ Nrlik T:: n NT2!k T,*IN,,kF*. 
H’(G, F*) is the cyclic group of order n/no [3, p. 1991. Thus 
N(F/k)lN,,F* is cyclic of order n/no. 1 
Remark 2. Let F be a compositum of two cyclic extensions of a global 
field k. Let G = G(F/k), and let G, be the Sylow p-subgroup of G. By 
Proposition 4, HNP holds for F/k iff for each prime p dividing the order of 
G there is a prime u of k such that G, z G(F,./k,). In particular, if G is a 
p-group we recover Corollary 5.3 [S, p. 241. Although the above result on 
HNP for F/k follows by Corollaries 2.4 and 5.3 [S], Proposition 4 is of 
interest because it determines the “number knot” of F/k [6], i.e., the factor 
grow N(FIk)INEYkF*. 
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We say that a finite Galois extension E/k has Property I, if for any 
Galois extensions kc KL& E of k the equality 
N,kF* = N,,K* n N,/,L * 
holds, where F= KL. By local class field theory every finite Abelian exten- 
sion E of a local field k has Property I. In this connection it is natural to 
pose the following question: What are the Galois extensions of global fields 
that have Property I? We will need the following notation. Let F be the 
compositum of finite Galois extensions K and L of a global field k. Let u be 
a prime of k. We set 
Nk, K, L) = N(K/k) n N(L/k)/N(FIk), 
Ntik, K, L) = N,,,kt K: n NL,,,c, L:IN,,&-,*. 
Let G = G(F/k), H = G(F/K), and N = G(F/L). We denote by G,, H,, and 
N, the Galois groups of the corresponding local extensions at v. We set 
G(k, K, L) = G’H n G’N/G’ and G,,(k, K, L) = G:;H, n G:,N,/G:, 
where G’ and G: are the commutator subgroups of G and G,,, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let k be a global field. 
(a) Let K and L be finite Galois extensions of k. Then the following 
sequence of canonical group homomorphisms 
1 -+ N(k, K, L) + Ll N,(k, K, L) + G(k, K, L) 1’ (6) 
(direct sum over all primes of k) is an exact sequence. 
(b) Let E be a finite Galois extension of k. Suppose that HNP holds for 
every Galois extension k G TC E of k. Then E/k has Property I tff for any 
Galois extensions k c KL 5 E of k the canonical homomorphism 
v G,(k K, L) + G(k, K, L) (7) 
(direct sum over all primes of k) is a monomorphism. 
Proof: Let F be the compositum of finite Galois extensions K and L of 
k. The exact sequence of cohomology groups 
... +fi’(G, F*)+fi”(G,J,)+t30(G, Cr.)+ 1 
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(G = G(F/k)) yields the short exact sequence 
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Let F’ be the maximal Abelian extension of k contained in F. We denote by 
!PF the composition of the group homomorphisms 
where the second isomorphism is the reciprocity isomorphism. Let 
k s M&F’ be the fixed field of Y,[LI, N&k, K, L)]. Consider the com- 
mutative diagrams of canonical group homomorphisms 
1 - N(k, K, L) - LI N,(k, K, L) --% G( F’/M) -+ 
1 
” 
I 1 
1 - k*/N(F/k) - LI k;/NF,,k,F;r A G(F’/k) ----+ 
I’ 
Since the second row is a short exact sequence, it follows that the first row 
is also a short exact sequence. To complete the proof of the first assertion 
of the proposition, it suffices to show that G(F’/M) is a subgroup of 
G(F’IK’L’) z G(k, K, L), where K’ and L’ are the maximal Abelian exten- 
sions of k contained in K and L, respectively. Using one of the universal 
properties of the global norm residue symbols we obtain the commutative 
diagram 
where the definition of Yy, is similar to that of YF. Let 0 E G(F’/M) be an 
arbitrary element. Let a ELI, N,(k, K, L) be such that Y’F(a) = c. Since 
~(a) = 1, it follows that res(a) = 1. So (T E G(F’/K’). Thus K’ is contained in 
M. Similarly we obtain that L’ c M. So the compositum K’L’ is contained 
in M. 
By global class field theory, the norm residue symbol corresponding to a 
finite Abelian extension of k is equal to the product of the norm residue 
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symbols corresponding to the local extensions [9, Satz 6.15, p. 2601. Using 
this theorem we obtain the following commutative diagram 
LI N,,(k, K, L) 2 G(k, K, L) 
L’ pI / 
LI G&k K, L) L 
where the isomorphism p is induced by the product of the local norm 
residue symbols: n,( , F,/k,) (product over all primes of k). Thus the exact 
sequence (6) is equivalent to the exact sequence 
1 + N(k, K, L) -+ LI G,,(k, K, L) + G(k, K, I,). I’ (8) 
To prove (b) of the proposition we assume that HNP holds for every 
Galois extension k E Tc E of k. By Proposition 2, i,(k, K, L) = i,(k, K, L) 
for any Galois extensions k L KL L E of k. So E/k has Property I iff 
N(k, K, L) = 1 for any Galois extensions k c KL c E of k. Thus by (8), E/k 
has Property I iff the canonical homomorphism (7) is a monomorphism for 
any Galois extensions kc KL c E of k. 1 
A finite Galois extension E of a global field k is k-adequate if there is a 
finite dimensional k-central division algebra containing E as a maximal 
subfield [ 111. By Proposition 2.6 [ 11, p. 4541, E is k-adequate iff for each 
prime number p 1 (E:k) there are at least two primes u of k for which 
G(E,/k,) contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G(E/k). Adequate extensions of 
global fields were investigated by Schacher and others (see [ 13, 143 and 
the references therein). We will say that a finite Galois extension E of a 
global field k is weakly k-adequate if for each prime number pi (E:k) 
there is at least one prime u of k for which G(E,/k,) contains a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G(E/k). So every Galois k-adequate extension is weakly 
k-adequate. The converse is false: k = Q, E = Q(t), where r is a primitive 
8th root of unity [ 11, p. 4541. By Theorem 2.5 [S, p. IS], HNP holds for 
every weakly k-adequate extension. Moreover, if E is weakly k-adequate, 
then every Galois extension k E TC E of k is weakly k-adequate. Thus 
Proposition 5 yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6. Let k be a global field. If a finite Galois extension E/k is 
weakly k-adequate, then E/k has Propery I iff the canonical homomorphism 
LI G,>(k, K, L) + G(k, K, L) 
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(direct sum over all primes of k) is a monomorphism for any Galois exten- 
sions k c KL c E of k. 
THEOREM I. Let E/k be a finite Abelian extension of a global field k. 
Then E/k has Property I if,f HNP holds for Elk. 
Proof. Let E=L,L,.. . L, be the compositum of cyclic extensions Li of 
k, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. By local class field theory 
= n [k* n ( fj N,,A G)] I’ i= I 
= n [k* n NELIkG, E:l = N(EIk). 
By the Hasse norm theorem N( L,/k) = N,,,, L,* for each i = 1, 2, . . . . n. So, if 
E/k has Property I, then 
N(E/k)= fi N(LJk)= fi NL,,kL: = N,,E*. 
I= I I=1 
This means NHP holds for E/k. Conversely, suppose NHP holds for E/k. 
Since E/k is an Abelian extension, HNP holds for any extension k s Tz E 
of k [6, p. 226-j. E,/k, is Abelian for each prime u of k. So G,(k, K, L) = 1 
for any fields k s KL E E and for each prime v of k. Thus, by Proposition 5, 
E/k has Property I. m 
In [ 111, Schacher proved that for any finite group G there is a Galois 
extension E/k of an algebraic number field k with GE G(E/k) and such 
that E is k-adequate (Theorem 9.1, p. 472). We use this theorem to show 
that the following statement is false. “Let E/k be a finite Galois extension of 
an algebraic number field k. If HNP holds for every Galois extension 
k E TG E of k, then E/k has Property I.” The following example of a group 
G has been communicated to us by M. Schacher: G = Q8 x (c), where 
Q8 = (a, bJa4 = 1, a2 = b2, ah = ha-‘), and (c) is the cyclic group of order 
two. Let G’ be the commutator subgroup of G. Let N, = ((1, c)), 
N, = ((a’, c)). Then the factor group of G’N, n G’N, = G’N, by G’ is 
cyclic of order two. By Schacher’s theorem there is a Galois k-adequate 
extension E of an algebraic number field k with G r G(E/k). Let u,, u2 be 
two distinct primes of k such that G z G(E,./k,.) for each D E {L.~, u2 ). If 
k G KL c E are the fixed fields of N, and N,, respectively, then G,.(k, K, L) 
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is cyclic of order two for each v E { vl, v2}. Since G(k, K, L) is cyclic of order 
two, it follows by Corollary 6 that E/k does not have Property I. 
2. ON THE k-EQUIVALENCE OF DECOMPOSABLE FORMS 
Let k be a global field. The form f(x,, . . . . x,) E k[x,, . . . . x,] is called 
decomposable if it factors into linear factors in some separable extension 
Q/k. Let K/k be a finite separable extension. Let (T,, . . . . IJ,, be the set of 
distinct k-embeddings of K into its normal closure over k. For any 
aI, . . . . CI,EK* we set 
NKjk(“,X, + ... +a,x,)= fi [a;(cc,)x, + ... + a,(cc,)x,]. 
i=l 
NKIk(al x1 + . . + c(,x,) is a decomposable form with coefficients in k. 
Two forms of the same degree with coefficients in k are called k-equivalent 
if each can be obtained from the other by a linear change of variables with 
coefficients in k. Using an argument analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 
[2, p. SO] we obtain the following characterization of irreducible decom- 
posable forms. If K= k(a,, . . . . a,) is a finite separable extension of k, then 
the form 
N,,(x, + sl2xz + .” + c&x,) (9) 
is irreducible over k. Every irreducible decomposable form with coefficients 
in k is k-equivalent to a constant multiple of a form of the type (9). 
Let j-(x1, . . . . xm) be a form with coefficients in k. We define n(f) to be the 
least number of variables in a form that is k-equivalent to f(x,, . . . . xm). If 
.f(x 1, ..., x,) is an irreducible (over k) decomposable form, then 
n(f) < deg J Indeed, by the above characterization of irreducible decom- 
posable forms, it suffices to prove the inequality for f(~, , . . . . s,) of the type 
(9). If 1, 4, . ..) t(, are linearly dependent over k, then without loss of 
generality we may assume that CI, = a, . 1 + . . . + a, _, CI, ~, The forms 
NK;J~1+~Z~2+ ... +cL,x,) and N&x’, +cr,x;+ ... +ol,,_,x:,-,) are 
k-equivalent, since the linear substitutions 
x; =x, +a,x,, x, =x; 
X,-l =x,-, l tam-m IX,, x,-, = X’ m-l 
X ,=o 
take one into the other. Continuing in this pattern we obtain that 
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NK~k(xI + a92 + . . . + a,x,) is k-equivalent to N,,( y, + p2 y, + . . + 
/?,y,) with 1, /12, . . . . /I, linearly independent over k. So s< (K:k). Since 
(K:k) is equal to the degree of N&xi +a,~,+ ... +a,~,), it follows 
that n(f) < deg f: 
An irreducible over k decomposable form f(xi, . . . . x,) is called k-full if 
n(f) = degf: So every k-full form f(x , , . . . . x,) is k-equivalent to a constant 
multiple of a form of the type (9) with (1, az, . . . . a,} a basis of K/k. We 
will refer to K as a field corresponding to f(x, , . . . . x,). 
THEOREM 8. Let k be a global field. Let K and L be fields corresponding 
to k-full forms f (x 1, . . . . x,) and g( y,, . . . . y,,,), respectively. if K/k and L/k 
are Galois extensions, then f is k-equivalent to g lff 
{ f (a,, . . . . a,)laiEk} = { g(b,, -., b,,,Yb,Ek}. (10) 
Proof. If f and g are k-equivalent, then by the definition of the 
k-equivalence relation, the equality (10) holds. Conversely, suppose that 
the equality (10) holds. We may assume without loss of generality that 
and 
f(x L 3 ...> x,) = aN,,(x, + a2x2 + . . + a,.~,) 
g( Y I 3 ...) vm) = bN,,,( Y 1+ P2 ~2 + . . . + Pm YA 
where a, b E k*, and { 1, a2, . . . . a,}, { 1, j2, . . . . 8,) are bases of K/k and L/k, 
respetively. Then the equality (10) implies aN,,,K* = bN,,,L*. So 
bF’aE N,,kL*. NLIkL* is a subgroup of k*, so a-lb E NLll,L*. We thus 
have 
By Theorem l(b) we obtain therefore that K = L. In particular, n = m, and 
(1, a 2, . . . . a,}, (1, P2, . . . . 8,) are bases of Kfk. Let YE K* be such that 
a-lb = NKik(y). We have two bases of K/k: {a, = 1, a2, . . . . a,,} and (y, = y, 
72 = YB2, ...1 yn = IA). Let 
a, = i a@?> (a&Ek; i= 1, . . . . n) 
j= 1 
yi= i ciiaj (c,Ek;i= 1, . . . . n). 
j= I 
The forms f and g are k-equivalent, since the linear substitutions 
n 
xi= 1 cjiY.j (i= 1, . . . . n) 
j= 1 
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yi= f ajixj (i= 1, . ..) n) 
/=I 
take one into the other. 1 
The following corollary is probably well known, but a short proof using 
Theorem 8 is included here. 
COROLLARY 9. Let k be a global field of characteristic # 2. Let f and g 
be nonsingular binary quadratic forms with coefficients in k. Then f is 
k-equivalent to g ijjf 
{f(al,~z)l~i~k}={g(b,~~~)lbi~k}. (11) 
Proof Suppose that f is k-equivalent to 
ax2 + by2 = a(x + J&)(x - &y), 
where c = -b/a. If f does not represent zero in k, then c is not a square in 
k. Since factorization in polynomial rings is unique, it follows that f is 
irreducible over k. So, if f does not represent zero in k, then f is k-full, and 
(f (a,, a2)/ar E k} is a proper subset of k. If, however, f represents zero in 
k, then by Theorem 5 [2, p. 3933 
{f(a,, a2)la,Ek) =k. 
If f and g are k-equivalent, then the equality (11) holds by the definition 
of the k-equivalence relation. Conversely, suppose that the equalty (11) 
holds. If f represents zero, then g represents zero. By Theorem 9 [2, 
p. 3951, f and g are k-equivalent. If f does not represent zero, then both f 
and g are k-full. By Theorem 8, f and g are k-equivalent. 1 
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